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ABSTRACT 

Yoga is a very beneficial physical activity and has wide applications in personal care.

 Many studies have shown that yoga can be used as physical therapy for many healt

h problems such as cancer, musculoskeletal diseases, depression, Parkinson's dise

ase, respiratory and heart disease 

and more. In yoga, it is important to keep the body in good shape; To achieve good p

osture, a lot of work needs to be done on the muscles, ligaments and joints. Posture-

based yoga can improve flexibility, strength, and mental activity and reduce stress, bl

ood pressure, and back pain. Correct posture is important to prevent strain on the joi

nts, ligaments and spine in yoga asanas, especially when bending forward or backw

ard in poses such as uttanasana, kurtasana, ustrasana and dhanurasana. It is import

ant to pay attention to the postural relationship of your body so that you can hold the 

body correctly while doing different asanas. Advances in computer vision algorithms 

and sensors have made it possible to predict yoga poses and identify movements. T

herefore, practitioners can now use technology to enhance their yoga practice and a

chieve better results. This article shows a way to analyze yoga poses performed by t

he user and correct them instantly.  

INTRODUCTION 

Yoga is a safe and effective practice that increases physical strength, especially stre

ngth, flexibility and balance, while also improving physical and mental health. It is a f

ull-

body exercise that improves the mind and body through deep breathing, meditation a

nd relaxation. Yoga is especially beneficial for people with high blood pressure, heart

 disease, anxiety or depression because regular practice can help reduce these sym

ptoms. That's why yoga has beco 
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me popular around the world in recent years. However, learning yoga can be difficult 

for many people due to many obstacles. For example, in Myanmar, it is difficult for th

e elderly to attend yoga classes due to the lack of public transportation. br> De-

escalate while doing yoga. Instant insights and optimization of the body can help doc

tors prevent injuries and manage the process correctly. This is especially important f

or new practitioners who may not have the necessary skills to complete the poses pr

operly. All the benefits of yoga, such as increased flexibility, 

SYSTEM REVIEW 

Strength and brains obviously require form and correct technique. Practitioners can i

ncrease productivity and benefit from practice by providing physical and physiologica

l advice. room or car, especially for people living in remote or rural areas. Individuals 

who practice yoga in the comfort of their homes and receive quick feedback can ben

efit from the benefits of yoga without going to class. 

Yoga poses performed by a person and then provides instructions for users to impro

ve their bodies without direct attention to people. While capturing a series of images 

of a person, it uses advanced algorithms to analyze the captured images to evaluate 

the accuracy of the poses, which then provides users with intuitive ideas to improve t

heir yoga practice. A comprehensive guide and technology designed to solve challen

ging tasks such as classifying and tracking yoga poses. Agrawal et al. [1] introduced 

a new machine learning technique that uses the power of the tf-

pose prediction algorithm to create complex yoga pose skeletal models. Their metho

d is to photograph yoga poses with a camera and then use it to create detailed mode

ls of the bones. They basically extracted important features, such as clustering, from 

these patterns and used them as input to machine learning models. The training and 

evaluation process uses files containing 10 different yoga poses 

with 400 to 900 images per set. 

data was divided into 80% for training and 20% for testing, and 

was used for the difference between learning machines to evaluate the effectiveness

 of the model. The result was an overall success rate of 94.28%, demonstrating the a

bility to identify correct yoga poses. More specifically, the random forest classifier per

forms well with 99.04% accuracy across all models. The authors think 

technologies will be useful in many areas, including yoga training and monitoring phy
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sical fitness. Method 

The style has twelve different steps. Their main goal is to use video surveillance as a

 way to track body movements and posture during yoga practice. They use a camera

 to record video from the side view, specifically the left side. They create a 3D kinem

atic pose estimation model using a bottom-

up approach to capture the practitioner's poses. This involves creating a complete bo

dy according to various physical requirements. To identify these physical objects, the

y used a deep learning-

based prediction algorithm that is used to identify the body of input images or snapsh

ots. A 3D pose is then created by applying inverse kinematics to the body parts. The 

proposed algorithm will then compare the points obtained from the vectors with the d

ata obtained from the test set and training set recorded using the same method and 

stored in the information. 

A new hypothesis was put forward by Kotak et al. [3] introduced a method combining

 Media Pipe and angle heuristics to classify yoga poses. They took thirty-

three important points of the body, taking the Blaze Pose model, which provides mor

e important points than the traditional method. These highlights are then analyzed us

ing the Media Pipe library. To calculate the body pose, the angle heuristic is used to 

determine the angle between two key points. The input file contains 50 models; Each

 model has 50 images divided into standing and sitting models with 5 and 4 groups r

espectively. The technology calculates the angle for each problem by averaging five 

test images. This method combines advanced technology and advanced techniques 

to accurately isolate yoga poses. The Blaze 

Pose model and Media Pipe library provide more detail to help identify 

important elements. Using the angle heuristic to determine the angle of these key poi

nts can achieve an accurate classification. Current technology is especially useful for

 yoga practitioners who want to monitor their postures without needing the expertise 

of a teacher. [4] investigated a physical measurement system that uses sensors suc

h as accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers to instantly detect the human 

body. Their system 

provides two methods of gesture recognition: rule-

based and machine learning. Although the technology is flexible and perfect, it also c
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auses problems in applications in medicine, sports and ergonomics. These include c

ost considerations, difficulty in defining certain behaviors, and potential privacy issue

s. Therefore, it is important to carefully consider these limitations and restrictions bef

ore deployment. Overall, this system offers a practical option to heal the body and pr

omote healthy behavior in all activities. Way 

When.  

CONCLUSION 

As a result of the COVID-

19 pandemic, exercising in one's own space and with equipment has led many peopl

e to turn to yoga to gain physical activity. However, improper practice of yoga can ca

use injuries. To make the process safe and correct, we have developed an app that 

can help you discover and correct yoga postures at home with the help of simple tool

s.  
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